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¿Hoja de ruta para los datos de 
inves2gación en España?  






NSF: “el valor de los datos reside en su 















OPEN DATA/RESEARCH  






Nuestro equipo es el ejemplo de un perﬁl entre 
inves2gador y gestor, que se inserta entre los 
ﬁnanciadores y autoridades académicas
Visión, Capacidades y Lecciones aprendidas
Percibimos evolución…
Información  DATOS 
Lectura  ANALISIS 
Cerrado  ABIERTO 
Adquirir  ACCEDER 
Recuperar DESCUBRIR 
Graham Pryor and Martin Donnelly (2015). Core Skills for Data Management. Omeka at SIS. 
Accessed April 9, http://50.17.193.184/omeka/items/show/1011 
	 Lessons learned  	
Often, libraries are still associated with books & printed materials. 	
Developing research infrastructures still is a secondary task for researchers/learned 
societies. 	
Therefore, it is not always easy to be on a par with researchers - relations need time 
and proactive services are useful to build trust. 	
Services and infrastructure must be low-threshold and must not interfere with the 
researcher’s work. 	
The benefits of the support offered must be clearly visible and tangible. 	
Learned societies are crucial for a ‚cultural change‘ in the profession. 	
 	









































2 Modelos ins2tución (ciclo de vida) vs. global 
(requerimientos y polí2cas) 

Modelos: requerimientos vs. ciclo RO
New England course 
Data during the research life-cycle. In the lifecycle diagram above, stages essential for all health and medical research are represented in blue, whilst 
additional research type specific processes are indicated in green. http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/grants-funding/policy/nhmrc-statement-data-sharing 
































































La ruta de la inves2gación
































Concluyendo con Vlaeminck: Our principles in RDM
 
…we act in close cooperation with the economic research, 	
… we orient ourselves to the needs of the community and seek constant feedback from the 
target group, 	
… we work with rather than (only) for researchers, 	
… we act with a strong subject-specific point of view, without neglecting overall developments 
and discussions, 	
…with our projects and services, we focus on organisations/institutions rather than on single 
researchers, 	
… we think it us useful to have a division of responsibilities in RDM, wich are based on 
complementary skills (-> storage of and access to data). 	
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